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Fulcrum is a newsletter for collectors of antique weighing and measuring equipment 

and enthusiasts of historic metrology. It is published in February, May, August and 

November.  Contributions should be sent to the Editor, John Knights. 
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The Good Old days       

There was a time when going to the shops was sometimes a little more risky than it 

should have been. Trading malpractice was widespread and many a perfectly innocent 

purchase could end up with a less than satisfactory outcome. 

Food adulteration was widespread, usually involving the substitution of cheap fillers for 

expensive food ingredients such as flour, sugar or milk. The adulterants were normally 

non-comestible but largely anodyne substances but occasionally things went horribly 

wrong and the consequences were more than mere disappointment. 

One such occurrence was the so called ‘Bradford Sweets Poisoning of 1858’!                   

A sweet seller called William Hardaker (a seller of confectionary rather than an 

amiable retailer) ran a stall on the market in Bradford, a large industrial town in the 

north of England. He bought his sweets from a business owned by Joseph Neal who 

manufactured various types of sugar confectionary. As a benevolent and far seeing 

confectioner, Joseph did not wish to think that the recipients of his sweetmeats were 

over indulging in unhealthy sucrose. He therefore routinely substituted a portion of the 

sweet stuff with more wholesome gypsum. Gypsum is a calcium compound more often 

used to plaster walls but it apparently, proved to be a convincing substitute for sugar. 

By a happy coincidence gypsum only cost one thirteenth as much as sugar. He obtained 

his competitively priced gypsum from a pharmacy owned by a man called Hodgson who 

had a large barrel of the stuff in his store room. It was clearly sold as a known 

adulterant and even had the ‘trade’ name ‘daff’, so all parties seemed to know what was 

going on in this world of twisted commerce. Unfortunately, in addition to a barrel of 

gypsum, Mr Hodgson also had a barrel of arsenic trioxide in the same storeroom (that’s 

a barrel of arsenic in the same storeroom. What could possibly go wrong?) Inevitably 

one day, following a bit of Laurel and Hardy type nonsense in the said store room, Mr 
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Neal ended up with 12lbs of arsenic rather than his usual bag of Plaster of Paris. The 

sweet maker’s chief adulterator, who was 

clearly an experienced professional, did 

actually notice that the ‘daff’ looked a bit 

different on this occasion. After a cursory 

sniff and a moment’s deliberation however, 

he tipped it into a batch of humbugs anyway. 

Enter William Hardaker, known at this time 

as ‘Humbug Billy’ (his soubriquet after the 

event is not recorded) who purchased some 

of the humbugs as usual, which he then 

proceeded to sell on his market stall. 

21 people died of arsenic poisoning and over 

200 Bradfordians became seriously ill. 

Criminal proceedings were initiated but 

oddly no one was ever actually convicted of 

anything. The whole thing was, apparently 

considered to be a Lemony Snicket-like series of unfortunate events rather than the 

insane criminally recklessness that would be alleged today. On the plus side it did merit 

a cartoon in Punch (right). 

Whilst the mass killing of poor Northerners clearly didn’t engender great concern at 

this time, other frauds, designed to separate respectable Metropolitan Victorians from 

their material wealth, were regarded more seriously.  

I recently came across a copy of a 19
th

 century publication called ‘Penny Pictorial 

Magazine’ which in 1899 featured an article called ‘The Scales of Injustice’ which dealt 

with methods employed by traders in London, to cheat buyers. 

These days, frauds tend to be conducted on a grand scale and are designed to steal bank 

accounts or pensions. In the 19
th

 century however much effort and ingenuity was 

exerted to cheat purchasers, making mundane daily purchases, out of comparatively 

nugatory amounts of money.  

The items featured in the article had been seized by inspectors of the London County 

Council and were kept in their Black Museum. It is apparent that a great deal of 

engineering acumen went into the manufacture or modification of items of weighing 

and measuring equipment in order to render their use of considerable advantage to the 

seller. 

The iron weights shown on the front page have been assiduously hollowed out so that 

the 56lb coal weight weighed only 25lbs and the pound weight only 9 ounces. I find it 

hard to believe that buyers would not have actually noticed that some 50% of their 

purchase was absent but the sellers appeared to get away with it until the Inspector 



called.  The pair of ‘cheating scales’ is an interesting example as it demonstrates that 

someone was seriously messing with the enigmatic Roberval parallelogram. Apparently 

one pound in eight could be illegally gained, simply by moving the load to the back of 

the goods plate. This is suggestive of a bit of serious leg shortening but unfortunately the 

technical niceties of the illicit engineering are not revealed.  



 

French Bread 

The above postcard appears to date from around 1900 and seems to be one of a series 

featuring traditional French songs. This one features a jolly little number known as ‘La 

Boulangère’, or more commonly ‘La Boulangère a des écus’. The écu was originally a 

gold coin from the reign of Louis IX in the 13
th

 century. In more modern times the word 

became an informal name for lesser coins or simply a generic term for money. The 

‘Boulangère’ of the title has clearly acquired such a great quantity of coins that she 

can’t be bothered to count them. She is therefore shown checking them on her set of 

scales, more properly used for weighing out the bread dough. I subsequently found that 

this song, dating from 1750, is well known in France and attributed to one Jean Gallet. 

It is usually described as a children’s nursery rhyme but may not be quite as innocent 

as first appears. In some sources indeed, it is talked about as being somewhat bawdy in 

nature. It is seen as containing various double meanings and potentially ribald 

suggestions. We are very familiar with this phenomenon in ‘hey nonny’ type British folk 

songs and nursery rhymes, which upon inspection are found to be rife with earthy 

allusions. We should not really be too surprised therefore to find the same phenomenon 

elsewhere. The word écu is declared to sound somewhat like the word ‘cul’, a slang 

word for the ‘derriere’ or bottom. Some will recall the name ‘Oh Calcutta’ which 

nowadays is likely to be the name of a provincial curry house. In the 1970’s however it 

was the title of a cheeky musical revue and was declared to be a punning reference to a 

callipygous lady (Oh quel cul tu as! Oh what a beautiful ‘bottom’ you have) 



La Boulangère declares that the bags of money come from a very rich man with whom 

she is ‘acquainted’. She is also courted by various gallant military types but for some 

reason she appears to prefer the attentions of the very rich man. 

In addition to those shown on the post card there are additional verses to the song 

which deal with other aspects of the lady’s love life. She is also visited by the local 

Dandies and some clergymen rock up who offer her flowers instead of money. Strangely 

these also prove less attractive to the lady than the rich bloke. Eventually however, she 

is approached by a gentleman who describes himself as a ‘Baker of Cythera’ which is a 

Greek island, said to be the birthplace of Aphrodite. Whether he is actually a passing 

Greek confectioner or is simply declaring himself to be an avid devotee of the Goddess 

of love is not clear. He does however aver that whilst having neither the money nor the 

qualities of the other suitors, his talents in kneading the dough by day and assiduously 

tending the oven at night (nudge, nudge, wink, wink) are well known. We can therefore 

draw our own conclusions! He goes on to assure the beautiful Boulangère’ that she will 

not be disappointed (see above). She appears to find this offering irresistible and 

chooses him over the men with the money, flowers etc.  It is apparently recommended 

that the final verses are omitted when it is used as a children’s rhyme so that it reverts 

to an innocent little number about a lady with lots of money. 

This song gained yet another dimension when it was adopted by the Revolutionaries 

during that little bit of Gallic unpleasantness that occurred at the end of the 18
th

 

century. Bread or the lack thereof, had been something of a catalyst in the fermentation 

of the unrest so it is not that strange that it should feature in the aftermath. Bready 

soubriquets were therefore applied as less than flattering references to members of the 

Royal Family, as it became increasingly apparent that the monarchy could not be 

incorporated into the new order. After the Bourbon family was apprehended at 

Varennes during their attempt to escape in 1791, the Queen, Marie Antoinette was 

dubbed La Boulangère, the King, Le Boulanger and the Dauphin, Le petit Mitron or 

Baker’s Boy.  

In 1875 Jacques Offenbach wrote a comic opera called ‘La Boulangère a des écus’. The 

opera certainly features a rich lady baker but apart from that it appears to have little to 

do with the original song. As far as I know, the lady’s bottom does not feature.                                                   

Avery Archive 

Our good friend Andrew Lound has been in touch with the latest news on the collections 

once housed at the Avery Museum. He also has details of some of his latest publications 

and activities that should prove of some interest to members of our group.  

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


